Ontogeny of the human pointing gesture
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The canonical pointing gesture emerges toward the end of the first year of life and is predictive of the development of linguistic communication (e.g., Carpenter et al., 1998; Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005). Experimental findings from the past decade have revealed the communicative and cognitive complexities underlying prelinguistic infants’ pointing when it has just emerged (Liszkowski, 2018). However, much less is known about the processes of its very emergence.

I present recent and new evidence from cross-cultural (Salomo & Liszkowski, 2013) and longitudinal studies to show that social-interactional experience has a profound and predictive effect on the very emergence of the human pointing gesture and its subsequent development. In two longitudinal studies from 8-13 months (N=29; N=40) with monthly assessments in the lab and home environments, we find on the caregiver-level that parent pointing at 8 months predicts the age of emergence of infant pointing. Further, parents of 6-month-olds point significantly less than parents of 8-month-olds. On the child-level, we find that show-gestures at 9 months, point-following, and whole-hand pointing predict the age of emergence of pointing.

The findings reveal that prelinguistic infant pointing is not just foundational to linguistic communication. Infant pointing is as much an outcome of social-interactional practices in the first year of life. These early social-interactional practices likely start out simple in routines of object transpositions, which scale up through the choices of objects to include offers, rejections, and requests of these, and so referential exchange. They build on directed activity and attentional processes paired with a uniquely human, deeply social motivation to join activities (Liszkowski & Rüther, in press).
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